


Praise for Yes, You CAN Talk Politics

“This is a must-read for anyone who wants to talk about politics during this 
fraught time. Chock full of fun and thought-provoking exercises, and complete 
with scientific and philosophical information, this book will teach you to become 
a better communicator and listener, so that you CAN perhaps talk about politics 
without getting booted off the table or kicked out of the house.” 

~Yanfei Shen, JD

“It took me fewer than 5 pages to see the brilliance of Yes, You Can Talk 
Politics.... For instance, her exploration of political conversations as “fights 
for survival’’ is situated squarely in one of the more powerful theories of 
contemporary psychology: Dual-process theories..... Likewise, section four is 
grounded in Moral Foundations Theory, one of the leading explanations for why 
liberals and conservatives often interpret the same facts in different ways. To be 
sure, Lisa does not get overly technical, nor does she dwell on the minutia often 
found in more academic treatments of difficult conversations. She is right that you 
are likely more interested in getting to the “so what.’”

~Graham D. Bodie, Ph.D., Professor, School of Journalism and New Media, 
University of Mississippi

“This workbook is, absolutely, the roadmap for respectful, informative discussion 
between people of opposing political views. Whether you are someone who tries 
to win or run away from a political argument, Yes You Can Talk Politics is the 
perfect recipe for substantive, respectful political discourse.” 

~ Johanna K. McCormick, MS.Ed. 

“If you wonder why political conversations go bad so quickly, read this. Both a 
manual and a toolbox, this book lays out how and why talking goes wrong, then 
offers suggestions to counter each part of the problem. The workbook format 
gives you practical insights into the techniques and allows you to customize your 
new toolbox for your specific needs and experiences. I found new information and 
ideas in this book even though I have been actively learning about and practicing 
political conversations for several years.”

~ Mara Charnell, Crossing Party Lines Member

“This is a timely, well structured tour of the ways your brain keeps you from 
listening, hearing and understanding your communication partner, in political 
discussions and every other kind of interactions. There are guidelines and practice 
modules. Travel through the whole thing or take it piece by piece until you master 
the various elements of better connecting with others, no matter what their 
beliefs and understandings. Jump in! Let’s start connecting again.”

~ Mary E Joyce, LPC, CADC
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Foreword

Since 2017, I have helped build a collaborative body of over 300 organizations, 
all of which are focused on turning the tides of toxic polarization. This 
#ListenFirst Coalition works to transform division and contempt into connection 
and understanding. Coalition organizations have developed hundreds of unique 
offerings that serve to equip Americans with opportunities, skills, and resources 
for bridging divides. Yes, You Can Talk Politics is an exciting new offering in this 
space, encouraging a new kind of conversation that, if engaged by a diverse 
enough segment of the population, can begin the process of healing we so 
desperately need. 

If I am being totally honest, however, when Lisa reached out about this 
workbook, my inner-cynic responded immediately with, “Here we go again. 
Another attempt to teach ‘Active Listening’” (with the full slate of eye rolling 
and head shaking that I often see in my kids after I tell one of my infamous dad 
jokes). Don’t get me wrong. I believe wholeheartedly in the power of listening 
to transform individuals, relationships, and society. I have taught the subject 
at five universities, two community colleges, in multiple countries, and within 
organizations for over a decade. My issue is not that “active listening” or 
“having better conversations” is impossible to teach (or otherwise out-of-bounds 
for anyone other than a college professor - trust me, I don’t think that highly 
of myself). My issue is that most of the material you find on “active listening” 
barely scratches the surface. 

Whether you read the article on someone’s blog or in a reputable outlet such as 
Forbes or Harvard Business Review, advice on how to “listen more effectively” 
rarely goes beyond some three- or five-step to-do list that renders listening no 
more complex than baking ready-made brownies. Things like “Stop Talking” 
or “Make Eye Contact” make it seem if you just look like you're listening then 
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you will create lasting trust and commitment. Advice such as “Be Present” 
or “Practice Mindful Meditation” suggest that we can simply empty ourselves 
immediately upon encountering someone, shed our agendas in favor of being 
non-judgmental and unbiased, and therefore fully comprehend someone else’s 
perspective. The fact is, listening is not easy. There is no single recipe that 
applies to all people in all situations. We can’t shed our biases; in fact, there 
is no such thing as unbiased listening as we all listen to and for specific kinds of 
information based on a history of socialization. But that does not mean we lack 
the ability to create resources that improve our listening. We can all become 
the kinds of conversationalists who earnestly work toward greater understanding 
and who take seriously the need to recognize our blind spots and positions. We 
can all begin to open our minds to the fact that we might be wrong.

Proving my point, I was wrong. It took me fewer than 5 pages to see the 
brilliance of Yes, You Can Talk Politics, and despite her claim to the contrary 
there is much theoretical to this workbook. For instance, her exploration of 
political conversations as “fights for survival” is situated squarely in one of the 
more powerful theories of contemporary psychology: Dual-process theories 
have been developed to explain a vast array of human behaviors from decision 
making to persuasion, and my own area of research, supportive communication. 
When I teach why we often do not listen to our fullest, I draw from a similar 
literature and talk about a similar set of filters within which we all operate. 
Likewise, section four is grounded in Moral Foundations Theory, one of the 
leading explanations for why liberals and conservatives often interpret the same 
facts in different ways. To be sure, Lisa does not get overly technical, nor does 
she dwell on the minutia often found in more academic treatments of difficult 
conversations. She is right that you are likely more interested in getting to 
the “so what” than reading 114 footnotes (and so let me apologize for linking 
sources in this foreword; as an academic, I can’t help myself). 

As you begin to learn more about how you show up differently to difficult 
conversations, as you practice the lessons found in this workbook with your 
friends, family, and co-workers, I hope you find that you are also showing up 
as your best listening self to your teenage daughter who needs nothing more 
than the reassurance that she is “okay.” I hope you begin showing up to work 
meetings helping push the boundaries of the status quo and thus help your 
organization meet or exceed its third-quarter goals. The lessons about how 
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to have more productive political conversations are indeed broader and more 
impactful than that. And as you begin to get more comfortable with these 
skills with your friends, family, and co-workers, I hope you also will branch out 
and engage with unfamiliar others—in Crossing Party Lines events as well as 
events hosted by hundreds of other organizations in the #ListenFirst Coalition. 
Change is hard. But change is worth it. I hope you find that change in yourself 
and then become an inspiration for that change in others. And, eventually, I 
hope the collective change we are building in ourselves, our families, and our 
communities sparks the kind of social change we so desperately need.

Graham D. Bodie, Ph.D.
Professor, Integrated Marketing Communication

School of Journalism and New Media, University of Mississippi
Chief Listening Officer, Listen First Project
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One of the first things people ask when they hear about my work is how I get 
politically divided people to speak civilly and respectfully to one another. 
My response is that I teach them to listen. Just knowing someone is truly 
listening motivates us to be more civil, more respectful, and more real. Until 
someone is listening to you, there is no reason to talk.

Rather than the typical listening we see in political discussions or debate, 
which is all about waiting to argue or to defend, I teach a form of listening 
that promotes curiosity, respect, and connection. If you are thinking, “I 
already know how to listen!” I encourage you to consider this: You are 
probably accomplished in several different listening styles. This workbook 
teaches one more. 

In this module you will:

• Learn how our intentions in joining a conversation dictate how we
listen.

• Cultivate curiosity about views that are different from yours.

• Learn about Active Listening as well as how and when to use it.

Module 3
Listening
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Lesson 3.1
The Power of Listening 
When I began my journey learning to talk across party lines, I was just trying 
to understand why my favorite cousin and I couldn’t talk about politics 
without it devolving into a shouting match. I assumed our conversations got 
out of hand because our views were so different. 

The breakthrough for me came when I realized I was looking at the problem 
of talking across party lines all wrong. I was focused on what we were saying. 
Then one day I realized the problem had less to do with what we were saying 
and more to do with how we were listening.

That realization went against everything I thought I knew about 
conversations. 

In this lesson we will look at political conversations from a new angle. We’ll 
explore the power dynamics inherent in any conversation and learn why 
listening is the key to having a political conversation in which everyone 
“wins.” 
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The Power of Listening 

Lets look at a typical political conversation. We’ve got two people. Let’s call 
them Ted and Larry.

Ted and Larry in a Typical Political Conversation

Ted and Larry are both talking away, defending their positions, lobbing facts at 
one another and often getting louder and louder until it gets out of control.

These days political conversations are more likely to end with anger, distrust, 
and injured relationships than with agreement, understanding or respect. After 
working through the previous modules of this workbook, you’ve probably got a 
reasonable understanding of why this happens: Political conversations tend to 
shift us into fight-or-flight and the conversation becomes a battlefield. 

Think about a recent conversation you observed. If you are like most people, 
your memory focuses on the speaker. He says this, she responds with that. 
Rarely do we recall what the listener was doing, and in our memories, the 
listener tends to be the passive receiver of the speaker’s words.

Must the listener be passive? Is the listener powerless? At the mercy of their 
amygdala and the speaker’s choices as to how to share their views? No! In fact, 
the listener has a lot more control over the situation than most people give 
them credit for.

To understand how this can be, we need to look at the power dynamics in Ted 
and Larry’s “typical” conversation. We’ll zoom into one moment in time when 
Ted is talking and Larry is listening. Who do you think has the most power? 
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Activity 3.1.1 – Who has the most power? 

Who do you think has the most power, Ted, the speaker, or Larry, the 
listener?____________________________

Now, think back to a time in one of your own recent 
political conversations when the other person was 
talking, and you were listening. 

What did if feel like to listen? 

Who had the power? Who was in charge? Explain.
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Did you guess that Ted had the most power? That’s the obvious answer because 
Ted has the floor. On the surface he’s the person who is active. He’s delivering 
his message to Larry. 

The correct answer is Larry, the listener. He has all the power. Ted cannot make 
Larry listen. Ted cannot make Larry pay attention to what he is saying.

Do you need a little more convincing? 

• If you have children, think back to those times you really wanted 
to get their full attention but they were thinking about their video 
game. 

• If you are married, think back to when you really wanted to tell your 
spouse what happened at work and they were wrapped up in their 
own day.

• If neither of those apply, think back to when you were in school and 
had your first crush. What could your teacher have said (besides 
threatening you with detention or embarrassing you in front of the 
entire class) to get you to listen to them when your thoughts were on 
that certain someone’s deep brown eyes?

As listener, you may not feel like you have the power.

Many of us have been conditioned to feel powerless when we are the listener. 

• We’ve been taught to be polite and not interrupt. Our desire to speak 
is less important than the speaker’s desire to talk.

• Having spent much of our early lives in the role of student or child, 
we may equate the role of speaker with that of an authority figure.

• We can feel powerless when we are worried we might not get our 
chance to be heard. 

In addition to that, the speaker may be speaking in a loud, forceful manner, 
using words, facial expressions, and body language that can feel overpowering.

The key to claiming your power as listener in a conversation is knowing you have 
that power.
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Activity 3.1.2 – When you had the power but 
didn’t know it

In the Wizard of Oz, Dorothy had the power to return home at any time (thanks 
to the ruby slippers) but she didn’t know it until Glenda told her so at the end 
of the tale. Our lives are filled with examples of having power that we didn’t 
know we had. 

Take a few minutes to think of some times you had the power to accomplish 
something but didn’t. For example:

After year of using Microsoft Word, I discovered the Format Painter. I 
used to format each bit of text individually. Now I format one bit, then 
use that tool to format text by running my cursor over it. It takes a 
fraction of the time and I make a lot fewer mistakes.

List two or three examples of your own. Include the situation and how things 
changed when you discovered your power.
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Understanding your power. 

So what powers do you and Larry have? What powers do you have as the listener 
in any conversation? Here are the top three:

• The power to listen or ignore. 

• The power to choose how you listen:

 o Listen for details that will help you attack, defeat, or blame Ted. 

 o Empathize with Ted.

 o Try to understand what Ted is actually trying to get across.

• The power to control where the conversation goes next, when it is 
your turn to spea.k

Regardless of what Ted says or wants, Larry has the power to turn the 
conversation into one that fits his own intentions through his choices about how 
he listens. 

Let’s use a way-back machine to check in with Ted and Larry at the beginning of 
the conversation. Ted is starting to talk and Larry is starting to listen. 

Why is Larry listening and what is he listening for? 

Let’s pretend Larry and Ted are in this political discussion because each sees 
themself as having the right answers and the other as being immoral, duped, or 
misinformed. Each wants to set the other straight. 

Larry, as the listener, is looking forward to his turn to talk so he can win Ted over 
to his side. He’s primed to listen for: 

• An opening to speak.

• A hole in Ted’s logic.

• A fact Ted’s got wrong.

Larry’s plan is to extract what he wants from Ted’s message, use it to inform 
what he is about to say, then get his own turn talking. We know from having 
watched the conversation unfold before that this strategy will only lead to that 
explosive end. 
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WHY Larry is in the conversation dictates WHY he is listening, which leads to 
HOW he listens, which impacts WHAT he hears, which then influences WHAT he 
says.

Why Defines How and What

As soon as he finds his opening, he does his best to prove Ted wrong in 
preparation for sharing his own ideas, which he believes are right.

What are some reasons for listening? 

Our reason for listening depends on the situation and what we want to get out 
of it. 

• If Larry was listening to someone tell a story, he’d probably be 
listening for enjoyment. 

• If he was with his young daughter, he might be listening to connect 
with her. 

• If he was in a classroom, he might be listening to learn. 

In this case, Larry is in a political discussion. The two most common reasons for 
listening are: 

• To judge what Ted is saying in preparation for his counter argument, 
which is also what Larry has been doing. 

• To understand what Ted is trying to communicate. 

Larry entered the conversation to 
set Ted straight. 

He listened because that was 
the best way to get a chance to 
speak and to find a chink in Ted’s 
argument.

He listened for openings, holes, and 
fallacies.

He hears only the problems with 
what Ted has to say.
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Reasons to Listen

Larry is a nice guy, not the type to enter into a discussion maliciously or with an 
intent to misrepresent what Ted is saying. He’d tell you he wants to understand 
what Ted has to say so he can consider Ted’s argument. He would blame the 
explosive end to the conversation on the fact that Ted was wrong.

Larry doesn’t realize that because he is expecting a debate, he is ready to 
defend and to take offense. He is primed to hear whatever Ted says as an attack 
or threat to his views, beliefs, or lifestyle. Larry also doesn’t realize that he 
is going into the conversation with a lot of assumptions about Ted: About his 
political views, his news sources, and even the meanings of the words he is 
using. Larry may even be assuming he knows what Ted is going to say. 

If Larry was listening to understand, he would be expecting to hear insights 
into what “makes Ted tick.” He would be ready to put his own ideas aside long 
enough to assess Ted’s. This requires testing assumptions and truly considering 
Ted’s argument to fully understand it as separate from judging whether it’s right 
or wrong.
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Activity 3.1.3 – Reasons for listening

For each of the five reasons to listen, describe a situation when you were 

motivated to listen that way.

Enjoyment

Connection

Learning

Judging

Understanding
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Lesson 3.2 
It Starts with Why

In the previous lesson, we saw how Larry’s desire to be right led him to 
listen in a way that escalated the discussion until it ended with neither party 
winning. Larry probably didn’t realize he could have chosen to participate 
in the conversation differently. If he’d known he had options, would he have 
chosen differently?

What about you? Would you, like Larry, choose to defend your position or 
listen to understand?

There is no right answer. In fact, the answer is likely to vary from situation to 
situation. It’s worth asking, though. Figuring out why you want to participate 
before you enter the conversation is a lot like knowing where you are going 
before you pull your car out into the street. How else will you know how to 
get there? 
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The Three Ds of Political Conversation. 
People talk across political differences for many reasons. Most fit into one of 
three categories:

• To hear a wide range of political views.

• To get a better understanding of the issues.

• To bring others around to the “right” way to view the issues.

People who want to convince others typically define success as winning. 
They bring an arsenal of facts with them, and when it’s their turn to speak, 
they present those facts as proof that they have come to the only logical and 
reasonable conclusions. They choose to use their speaking time attempting to 
win a debate. 

Debate is definitely an option, but it is not the only option. Let’s look at the 
three Ds of political conversation: Debate, Discussion, and Dialogue.

Looking at Table 7, you can see how the origins of these three words reflect their 
differences. 

• Debate is a fight or battle. Opponents use facts and logic to make 
the winning argument. On many high school and college campuses, 
debate is a respected form of communication, with clubs and 
competitions at which judges decide who is the winner. In politics, 
debate has become an opportunity to get two or more sides in the 
room to pit their views against one another. It is the most common 

Table 7: Origins of The Three Ds of Political Conversation

Debate Discussion Dialogue

• from de- “down” + 
batre “beat” 

• “Quarrel”

• “Dispute” 

• “Fight”

• “Deliberate on pros 
and cons”

• from dis- “apart” + 
quatere “shake” 

• “Agitate”

• “Break up” 

• “Examine by 
argument” 

• “Investigate”

• from dia- “across” 
+ legein “speak” 

• “To speak across”

• “A conversation” 
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format for talking politics.

• Discussion is an investigation. Participants examine the facts of 
a problem or issue, ideally to arrive at a common conclusion or 
solution. The key here is that the participants must either trust that 
the facts are true or be willing to work together to uncover the facts. 
In the current era of fake news and misinformation, discussions tend 
to devolve into arguments over the challenges of identifying the 
shared facts to investigate.

• Dialogue is a conversation. Participants speak and listen with the goal 
of understanding. Dialogue can be the first step toward discussion, 
building the bridges of trust and respect that makes it possible 
to find shared facts. The focus, however, is on understanding and 
connection, not results. 

When two people enter into a conversation without first agreeing on which of 
the three Ds it will be, the conversation tends to devolve rapidly. In addition 
to the challenge of listening to ideas and views that run counter to their own, 
participants must deal with frustrations and judgments about how the other 
person is participating.

Debaters report feeling dissatisfied with dialogue because it doesn’t 
go anywhere. Having come prepared to win, they can find discussion 
frustrating when the discussion “goes into the weeds” rather than 
proceeding in a direct path to them winning.

Someone expecting a discussion can feel angry with the debater’s goal 
of winning through a prepared battle plan: They want collaboration, 
which begins with trusting the other person has something to offer. In 
dialogue, they are often frustrated by too much emphasis on feelings and 
beliefs. 

A person hoping for a dialogue can feel hurt or angry when they find a 
debater treating them as an opponent rather than a friend or someone 
worth talking to. They can feel unprepared in a discussion when they 
aren’t ready to present the facts that support their views.
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Activity 3.2.1 – Why you talk

How you participate in a political conversation is always your choice and often 
varies according to who you are talking with and what you are talking about. 
When is each conversational style right for you? 

Who With? Why This Style?
Debate

Using facts and 
logic to make 
the winning 
argument

Discussion

Examining 
shared (agreed 
upon) facts 
to arrive at 
a common 
conclusion
Dialogue

Speaking and 
listening across 
differences 
with a goal of 
understanding
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The activity you just completed was designed to help you translate why you 
want to talk politics into an understanding of how you want to talk politics. Your 
choices are simple:

Table 8: Which Conversation Style do You Want?

If you want to… Choose

Win, change minds, or prove yourself right Debate

Collaborate on a solution Discussion

Better understand another person and 
their views Dialogue

Most people who attend the events we hold at Crossing Party Lines start out in 
debate mode, not because they want to debate but because they think that’s 
what political conversations are supposed to be. Crossing Party Lines moderators 
shift the conversations away from debate toward dialogue by resetting 
everyone’s expectations and presenting the basics of how to dialogue. Prior to 
attending a Crossing Party Lines event, many participants did not even know 
dialogue was an option.

When Crossing Party Lines members shift from debate to dialogue they 
experience a shift in the way they view themselves in relation to political 
conversations. They start out assuming the goal is to win, that their opponent is 
the enemy, and that they will be able to prove themselves right and the other 
person wrong. A failure to agree with them indicates a deficit in their opponent’s 
reasoning or their own preparation. 

As they shift into dialogue they start to see the other participants as fellow 
human beings who present a puzzle for them to solve: How it is that the other 
person's views make sense to them? This leads them to explore why their own 
views are right for them. They present their ideas and facts as an explanation 
for their views rather than as weapons to prove other people's views wrong, and 
they come to expect others to do the same. 

These shifts lead to shifts in the assumptions people bring to a political 
conversation.
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Table 9: Assumptions Behind Debate Compared to Dialogue

Assumptions Behind Debate Assumptions behind Dialogue

• I am right.

• You should listen to me 
because my views are right.

• Once you understand, you’ll 
agree with me.

• As my opponent, you’re the 
enemy, and it is OK to attack 
you.

• Mine is one of many useful 
perspectives.

• My views are right for me.

• You might understand me without 
agreeing with me.

• I appreciate hearing views that 
are different from mine because 
they help me see the bigger 
picture.

• You are a fellow American and it is 
not OK to attack you.

This is not to say that all views are equal or even equally valid. Some opinions 
are based on more thoughtful consideration of the facts and the situation than 
others. The key points here are:

• The fact that someone's views are different from yours does not make 
them wrong.

• Before you can judge a perspective, it's a good idea to understand it, 
and to understand it you must not dismiss it out of hand. 
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Activity 3.2.2 – Exploring assumptions

Take a moment to consider your assumptions about debate and dialogue. 

1. Do you assume you are right? Or do you assume your views make 
sense for you while other views might make sense for people whose 
lives and experiences are different from you own?

2. Do you see the person you are speaking to as your enemy or as a 
fellow American?

3. Do you believe that once someone understands what you have to say 
they will agree with you, or do you believe it is possible to 
understand and still disagree?

4. Do you believe others should listen to you or that you should both 
listen to each other?
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Lesson 3.3 
Active Listening 
In Module 2 we defined success from the speaker’s point of view:

Success in talking politics = being heard and understood

This definition holds true whether the conversation is a debate, a discussion, or 
a dialogue:

• You can’t win a debate unless your opponent understands your 
arguments well enough to agree that yours are better than theirs.

• You can’t discuss an issue unless the person you are working with 
understands your contributions to the discussion.

• You aren’t having a dialogue across differences unless the person you 
are speaking to understands your point of view.

In this lesson we will see what success in looks like from the listener's point of 
view and introduce you to the technique that will help achieve that success.
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While the goal of speaking is the same for all three Ds, the goal of listening is 
not the same. 

• In a debate, the goal of listening is to find an opening to talk or 
a flaw in the other person’s argument. The speaker’s message 
matters less than their mistakes.

• In a discussion, the goal is to listen to understand the facts as a first 
step at examining them. The facts are what matters. 

• In a dialogue, the goal is to listen to understand whatever it is that 
the speaker wants to share. The person is what matters.

Notice the greatest disconnect between the speaker’s goal and the listener’s 
goal occurs when they debate.

The goal of speaking in a debate is to be understood so the superiority of their 
argument is apparent. Too often, the goal of listening is to catch one’s opponent 
when they slip up on anything, from not recalling the exact details of an event 
to a failure to present sufficient evidence. In other words, both sides want to be 
understood and often neither side wants to understand.

For the purposes of this workbook we assume the goal of listening is to grant the 
speaker’s wish: To be heard and understood. 

Success = understanding what the speaker is attempting to communicate
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Activity 3.3.1 – Setting the intention to 
understand

For many, defining successful listening in a political conversation as 
“understanding what the speaker wants to communicate” can take some getting 
used to. Before proceeding, take some time to explore this for yourself.

During the last few political conversations you participated in, how much 
thought did you give to what success in listening would look like?

If you thought about it, what was your intention?

How successful were you? How could you tell?

Is there any reason you would not want to set your intention to understand?
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We usually hear what a person is saying when they speak to us. Or rather, we 
hear their words as they speak. If our intention is to listen to understand, we 
need to be able to verify that we have understood the meaning behind the 
speaker's words. We know what we heard. How do we know what they meant? 

The simple answer is: Just ask them!

The more complete answer is: Use Active Listening.

Use Active Listening to get the message straight.

Active Listening is an approach to listening designed to ensure that the speaker 
feels heard. In this case “feeling heard” refers to both the speaker’s experience 
as well as the information they present. It combines listening, comprehension, 
and validation. It is called “active” because it involves actively focusing your 
attention on what a person has to say as opposed to passively letting their words 
fall upon your ears. 

There are three steps to Active Listening:

1. Focus your full attention on the speaker. 

2. Reflect back what you heard.

3. Give the speaker a chance to correct or clarify until they feel 
understood.

Give your full attention. 

Active Listening starts with giving the speaker your full attention. Be curious. Do 
your best to ignore the urge to defend (or even take offense) or to correct them. 
Take time to consider what they mean, in the context of who you know them to 
be. 

Most importantly, try not to make it about you. If they use words you would use, 
don’t assume they mean the same thing you would mean if you spoke them. For 
example, if the speaker makes a comment about the role of corporations in our 
lives, don’t assume they are talking about multi-national corporations. They may 
be thinking about small mom-and-pop LLCs.

While you give the speaker your attention, also give them cues to the fact that 
you are paying attention. 
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Activity 3.3.2 – Assessing your strengths as 
a listener

Think back that last few political conversations you participated in. 

Which of the following did you do to indicate that you were paying attention to 
what the speaker was saying?

 □ Made eye contact
 □ Nodded
 □ Leaned closer to them
 □ Uttered words or sounds like “Uh,” “hum,” “yeah,” “go on”
 □ Other: _______________________________________

What percentage of the time you were listening were you giving your 
full attention to the speaker? 

When you were not completely focused on the speaker, what were you thinking 
about?

If asked, could you repeat what they said?
 □ Yes
 □ No

At the end of the conversation, could you explain why their 
position makes sense to them?

 □ Yes
 □ No
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Reflect back. 

The second part of Active Listening is to report back to make sure what you 
heard was the message the speaker intended to send. People used to traditional 
political debate will be expecting you to push back, not check in that you heard 
correctly, so it’s important to let them know ahead of time that you are about to 
tell them what you heard.

• “What I’m hearing is...” 

• “Sounds like you are saying...”

The proper introduction primes their amygdala to hear your words as a question, 
not an attack, and reduces the likelihood of them taking offense before you can 
complete your first sentence. 

After the introduction, you share your interpretation of what they said. How you 
say it is up to you. Two possible options are paraphrasing and parroting.

Paraphrase.

Paraphrasing uses your own words to report what you have heard. If you can 
translate someone else’s words into concepts that make sense to you, then 
paraphrase and get their agreement that you heard correctly, you can be pretty 
certain you have understood them.

Example 1

A proponent of stronger gun laws says: 

“Children are dying. Every week, some kid gets killed by a family-owned  
gun.”

Some possible ways to reflect back what you heard might be: 

“It sounds like you are worried about, children and statistics you’ve 
heard about accidental gun deaths are one of the reasons you believe we 
need stronger gun laws.” 

Or
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“What I’m hearing is that you want stronger gun laws because of the 
children who are getting killed by family-owned guns. Is that right?”

Example 2

An opponent of entitlement says: 

“These people on food stamps all have nice phones and probably cable 
TV. Why? Why do they deserve those luxuries? They aren’t even paying 
for their own food!” 

Some possible ways to reflect back what you heard might be:

“It upsets you when you see people on food stamps with cell phones and  
other luxuries that you have to work hard to pay for. Is that right?” 

Or

“It sounds like it riles you up to see your tax dollars subsidizing a 
luxurious lifestyle.”

Parrot.

Parroting uses the speaker’s own words to report what you have heard. 
Technically, parroting refers to repeating most or all of the speaker’s words. 
A common variation is to reflect back using only some of them. Use parroting 
when the speaker is very literal and is not satisfied when you paraphrase. Just 
be aware that parroting doesn’t guarantee the speaker will agree that you heard 
correctly. Sometimes speakers don’t recall what they said. In this case, ask for 
clarification.

Example

A member speaking against the electoral college says: 

“As President Carter pointed out, Trump’s presidency is illegitimate. He 
did not win by a majority. We need to get rid of the electoral college. It’s 
unfair and archaic.” 

Here is one possible way to parrot what you heard:

“So, you agree with President Carter that Trump’s presidency is 
illegitimate because he did not win by a majority and you think we need 
to get rid of the electoral college because it is unfair and archaic.”
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Activity 3.3.3 – Reflecting back

Below are three statements taken from actual political conversations. How 
would you reflect back to the speaker? Write your responses.

“I hate the phrase 'government dollars.' It's taxpayer dollars. It's the money I 
earn and have to pay as taxes. When I hear people saying the government should 
pay for healthcare for everyone, even people who make bad choices about their 
health, I get riled up. Why should I have to pay for other people's bad 
decisions?”

“Climate change is not a political issue. It's a scientific issue. We need to get 
politics out of it and start educating people about the facts. They are right 
there.”

“These people on food stamps all have nice phones and probably cable TV. Why? 
Why do they deserve those luxuries? They aren’t even paying for their own 
food!”
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Give the speaker a chance to clarify.

The purpose of reflecting back is to find out whether you received the message 
the speaker intended to send. In a political conversation, the person you are 
speaking with may be surprised by this new approach.

At any time, and especially while you and the speaker are developing a  
dialogue-rapport, it can be helpful to end with a question that lets them know 
you are open to being corrected if you have gotten it wrong. 

“Did I get that right?” 

“Did I hear you right?” 

“Did I get it all?”

Very often, the speaker will agree that you heard them correctly or realize that 
they hadn’t expressed themselves as well as they had hoped. Checking in with 
questions like those above gives them the invitation to explain themselves more 
fully. 

Table 10: Making Sure Reflecting Back Doesn't Come Off as an Attack

Phrases that let them know your 
intention is to reflect back, not argue

Ways to invite them to respond 
and, if necessary, correct you

“What I’m hearing is...”

“Sounds like you are saying...”

“I’m not sure I’m with you but...

“If I’m hearing you correctly....”

“It sounds like what’s most important 
to you is…”

“Did I get that right?”

“Was that right?”

“Does it sound like I 
understood?”

“Is that what you were saying?
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Activity 3.3.4 – What’s your reflecting back 
style

Throughout the day, look for opportunities to reflect back what others are 

saying to you. This need not be in the context of a political conversation. Any 

conversation will do.

Test out each of the introductory phrases in Table 7. Experiment with the check-

in questions.

Which introductory phrases felt most natural to you?

Which wrap-up questions did you find yourself using most?

How did people respond to your attempts to reflect back?

Reflecting back is the most important skill presented in 
this workbook. Can you see its value?

 □ Yes
 □ No
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Activity 3.3.4 — Continued

Chances are at least one person needed to correct you or elaborate. Often this 
is because they believe they could have done a better job communicating.

Take a few minutes to write about this experience. What did you think? What did 
you feel?
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One of the good things about Active Listening is that you don’t have to agree 
with the speaker to reflect back what you’ve heard and verify that you got 
the message they wanted to send. It’s not always easy, though. 

At some point you are likely to be emotionally triggered by what the speaker 
says. If what they said was rude or inappropriate, don’t bother reflecting 
back. On the other hand, if it’s just that you feel passionate about the topic 
and the speaker’s words pushed your buttons, here are some things you can 
do: 

• Take a minute to process, but let them know what you are doing: 
“Wow. That really pushed my buttons. Give me a minute to 
process….” 

• Give them a chance to clarify or explain: “I may not be 
understanding you correctly, but I find myself taking what you said 
personally. What I thought you just said is XXX. Is that what you 
meant?” 

It takes practice.

Active Listening takes practice. Please practice using the phrases in Table 10 
out loud. That may sound crazy, because they are just phrases. But, the more 
comfortably these phrases roll off your tongue, the easier it is to reflect back 
what you hear. With enough practice, reflecting back can even become a new 
autopilot program that kicks in whenever you hear views that are different 
from your own. 

My personal experience has been that once my brain was programmed to 
respond with phrases like, “Let me see if I heard you correctly…” or “What 
I’m hearing is…,” it became easier to listen attentively. Those phrases prime 
my brain to fill in the blanks that followed! 

Find your personal favorites—the ones that feel most natural to you. 
Then bring them into your day-to-day conversations. Unlike some new 
communication skills that only apply in certain situations, there is almost NO 
situation where using these phrases is inappropriate. 
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Lesson 3.4 
Digging Deeper
The Active Listening you learned about in the previous lesson is the key to 
making sure you understand the speaker’s message. Understanding what they 
said doesn’t always lead to understanding why their views make sense to them 
or why they said what they did.

If your goal in listening is to give the listener the experience of being heard and 
understood, you may need to dig deeper. Great listeners follow reflecting back 
with questions that shed light on the thoughts and feelings that led up to the 
statement the speaker just made.

In this lesson we’ll move from understanding what they have said to 
understanding how it is that their position makes sense for them.
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A speaker can feel heard and understood without you agreeing with them. All 
they really need is to know that you can see how their position makes sense to 
them, based on who they are: What they’ve seen and done, what they believe, 
how they view the world.

You haven’t really completed the third step in Active Listening, giving the 
speaker a chance to clarify until they have been understood, until their remarks 
make sense to you. Again, this is not about agreeing with them. It’s about 
recognizing that their position makes sense based on how they experience the 
world. 

Getting to where you understand how their remarks make sense to them often 
requires asking questions that are less about the views and more about the 
person. Things you can ask about include:

• Who or what they care about (why it matters to them.)

• What their values, attitudes, and beliefs around the subject are.

• What they bring to this issue from their lived experiences:

 o Past experiences, education, training.

 o Books they’ve read.

 o People they know.

• Assumptions they make. 

Learning about a person on this level also increases the civility and respect in 
a conversation by illuminating the human connection between yourself and the 
speaker.
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Activity 3.4.1 – What do you want to ask 
about?

Think about a friend or family member whose political views are different from 
your own. What questions could you ask them to gain insight into why they vote 
the way they do?

Think about a someone you don’t know well who likes talking politics with you. 
What questions could you ask them?
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How to Ask.

People are primed to see attack or danger when entering into a political 
conversation. This is especially true when you ask for clarification. They are 
likely to fear that you are trying to trip them up or find a way to prove them 
wrong.

You can avoid this by asking your questions in a way that reassures them that 
you want to understand, not argue.

Table 11: Adding Context to Questions

Instead of … Try…
Why do you think 
that?

I’m not sure I’m following. Can you help me 
connect the dots?

Where did you get 
that information?

That’s interesting. I’ve also heard things that 
contradict that. With so much information out 
there, how does anyone know what to believe or 
trust?

Why does it matter to 
you?

What I’m curious about is what concerns you the 
most.

What’s the problem? Why do you think we need to be concerned about 
this now?

Notice that the initial questions began with one of the 5 W’s – WHO, WHAT,WHY, 
WHEN, WHERE. Questions that begin with these (and HOW) can sound 
confrontational. You can reduce the chance of the speaker taking offense by 
elaborating, making it clear why you are asking. 

The examples in Table 11 illustrate three techniques for providing more context:

1. Adding “you” to the question in a way that communicates that you
want to hear their thoughts.

2. Linking the question to specifics the speaker has shared before.

3. Linking the question back to you and your desire to learn more.
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Activity 3.4.2 – Avoiding confrontation

Notice how each of the examples below uses one or more technique for 
reassuring the speaker that you are asking out of a desire to understand, not 
trap them in a logical, moral, or factual error. 

Circle or underline the language used to reassure the speaker. Label each one 
with the number that represents the technique(s) used:

1. Adding “you” to communicate that you want to hear their thoughts.

2. Linking the question to specifics the speaker has shared before.

3. Linking the question back to you and your desire to learn more.

• I hear that you care about <the issue.> Can you help me understand what 
matters most to you about it?

• Who do you see as being negatively impacted by <the current situation>?

• You mentioned <group or term they mentioned.> Can you be more 
specific? Who/what are your referring to?

• What do you think is at stake here?

• Why is <the issue> important to you now, at this time?

• I get the sense that you have some personal experiences with <the 
issue>. Can you tell me more about that? 

• I’m curious. Do you personally know anyone who would be impacted by 
<the issue>?

• Do you have any thoughts about why your perspective on <the issue> is 
different from mine?

• Do you think being <older, younger, a boomer, a millennial> gives you a 
different perspective?
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Activity 3.4.3 – Adding context to your 
questions

In this activity you will explore “Here’s why I’m asking.” 

1. Choose two of the questions for digging deeper from Table 8.

2. Think of ways you can make the questions sound negative, critical,
or judgmental. (Tap into why they might take offense to understand
what not to say or do.)

3. Come up with two or more reasons why you might be asking those
questions in your quest for understanding.

4. Pick your top reason and rewrite the questions adding the context .

First original question:

Your version, which communicates “Here’s why I’m asking.” 

Second original question:

Your version, which communicates “Here’s why I’m asking.” 



We hope you have found this Guide 
to Listening Politics helpful.

The complete workbook is 
now available for pre-
order at Amazon.com

Order yours Today!

https://www.amazon.com/Yes-You-CAN-Talk-Politics/dp/B0977JXHCN/



